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Mounting Cups
& Accessories
Powr-Grip® mounting cups provide a reliable, temporary fastener on almost any smooth, nonporous surface, such as metal or glass. Available in
a range of styles to cover most applications and capacity requirements, they can be used to mount cameras, scopes, testing equipment, antennas,
lights, signs, and much more. Mounting cups employ a threaded stud, female insert or tie-down bail to fasten accessories and equipment to the
cup. They attach to either flat or curved surfaces, including filing cabinets, desks, automobiles, boats and recreational vehicles. Since mounting
cups attach and release in seconds, they can be moved quickly from one place to another, without damaging most surfaces. Studs are available in
various lengths and threads, including metric sizes.
An important safety feature of every Powr-Grip mounting cup is the red-line vacuum indicator: When the cup is fully evacuated and ready for
use, the plunger stays in and the line is not visible. Should the line reappear, a check valve allows the operator to repump the cup without loss of
remaining vacuum. A firm push or pull on the release tab at the edge of the rubber pad releases all types of mounting cups except the N6000NBP,
which employs a finger-operated release valve.

LJ45PHC
(CLEAT)

TL6PH3025
(GRIPPER)

Specifications:
Model: LJ45PHC
Mount: Black Polycarbonate
Head: 2 knob control
Stud: 1/4-20
Concave Pad: 4.5” [115 mm], (LJ45)
Radius: 12” [305 mm]
Capacity: 10 lbs. [5 kg.]
Includes pad protector.

Specifications:
Model: TL6PH3025
Mount: Black Aluminum
Head: 3 knob control
Stud: 1/4-20
Concave Pad: 6” [153 mm], (TL6)
Radius: 12” [305 mm]
Capacity: 6.7 lbs. [900g]
Includes pad protector.

LJ45PH155
(NUKKLEHEAD
JUNIOR)

TL6PH155
(NUKKLEHEAD)
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Fax: 1-406-628-8354
www.powrgrip.com
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P.O. Box 368 - 908 West Main					 1-800-548-7341		
Laurel, MT 59044										 1-406-628-8231		
U.S.A.		 							 Sold through authorized dealers
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Specifications:
Model: LJ45PH155
Mount: Black Aluminum
Head: Double ball joint
Concave Pad: 4 1/2” [115 mm], (LJ45)
Radius: 12” [305 mm]
Capacity: 8.9 lbs. [4 kg.]
Includes pad protector.

Specifications:
Model: TL6PH155
Mount: Black Aluminum
Head: Double ball joint
Concave Pad: 6” [153 mm], (TL6)
Radius: 12” [305 mm]
Capacity: 8.9 lbs. [4 kg.]
Includes pad protector.
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Products are manufactured under :2 000 SGS
an ISO 9001 quality management system
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